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taking the Daniel Elliot family from America back to Scotland

(research of a second generation analytical genealogist 5/9/2012)

Preface;

Dad; Loren S. (Spencer mother's surname) Elliott  son of Mark (b. March 16, 1923-), as 
I was growing up was traveling the nation doing extensive research traveling the nations, 
doing research on many lines, and a lot of research on the Elliott line. He retired from 
the US Dept of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service as a graduate agricultural 
engineer working three decades of service as a civil engineer, planning watersheds, 
inclusive of earthen terraces and dams.

Father feels that genealogical information should be shared; There is no charge for this 
publication, and it is felt that my father and myself would be honored if information is 
passed on but at no cost. This it is considered by the writer as being a family hobby, 
passed from father to son.

Son; Mark S.(Stephen after  mother's; Alma's father (Stephen Barna) first name) Elliott. 
First name Mark came from grandfather Mark Elliott who received his first name from a 
Rev Wm Mark line.

Mark S. Elliott worked as a mining engineer in southern Indiana, underground gypsum. 
Caught up in the previous recessionary cycle. Graduate school of math Indiana 
University, but accepted a position before completing degree of instructing secondary, 
mathematics/science (chemistry/physics) in the states of Arizona, and New Mexico, and 
instructed engineering computing (FORTRAN programing) and mathematics for 
University of New Mexico, in Gallup, which is in McKinley county which is basically 
Native American, predominately, Navajo, and Pueblo of Zuñi (visited ca 1540 by 
Coronado). Though was certified to instruct social studies in New Mexico and 
economics in Arizona, and had endorsements in TESOL (Teachers of English to 
Speakers of Other Languages) in New Mexico, and ESL (English as a Second 
Language) endorsed in Arizona, because of demand and skills in areas of engineering, 
mathematics, and sciences; though mathematics is an international language, being a 
history/economics instructor, or and English as a Second Language instructor was never 
an option.

It should be noted that the father of the writer had taken the Elliott line to Daniel Elliot 
who has testified in the Salem Village (SV) witch trials. Another line has been also 
traced to Daniel Elliot, of the SV witch trials, that of a (Charles) Richard Elliott, of 
Nevada.  Both lines have submitted YDNA which shows a surname connection. This 



will be called a genealogical hinge; where lines are connected by two different sons of 
the same father. Daniel of the testimony had a number of sons. Though YDNA has 
proven dad's work.

Dad was the first to incorporate, without the use of the internet the computer in his 
research. He used DOS based PAF files of one of the first IBM PC compatibles. I am 
utilizing the computer now in the world of the internet, and digital graphics.

Where Daniel of the testimony, testified that the affected accused people of being 
witches “out of sport”, and the highly educated Harvard graduates hung witches in his 
day based on spectral imagery. Daniel not SV (Salem Village) was in delusion.

It is felt Daniel a builder of a gristmill which was inclusive of a dam was as analytical of 
thinker as my father, but for his dad was considered delusional, because he may not have 
believed in witches as the Harvard graduates and political leaders  did in his day.

Though have been told that photo radar is “infallible”, but standing in SV (Star Valley) 
court being told basically by The State of Arizona, prosecutor  the the clocked plus or 
minus the accuracy, was eleven mph more than the posted what was needed in order to 
utilized photo radar in the prosecution. The State of Arizona sets math standards for it's 
schools. But clocked 56 mph – accuracy of 1 mph – posted 45 mph = 10 mph which is 
not 11 mph of more. Case won by defender Mark S. Elliott,  SV magistrate SP-
2011000660 for look up and verification. This is a judicial virus the corporate seed first 
implanted in Arizona, and spreading, which is at this time is corrupting the judicial 
systems through out the United States. 

Today like in Daniel's day the innocent with automation are being charged, and this is 
the reason the writer does not have any trust in “infallible” machine genealogy. The 
writer utilizes many graphics (deeds, wills, maps etc)  of scanned books and documents 
mainly of public domain and available a lot online.  Since records are lost, or never 
written, will give, a level of analytical logic which will be used. YDNA, and following 
Athabaskan language base down from the north brings conclusions with YDNA that the 
writer is related to the Daniel group of Elliott, and that the Navajo people migrated from 
the north. Though not in writing it is accepted, by analytical conclusions. It should be 
noted before things are put into writing first are analytically extracted. 

In indigenous Native American culture, in which the writer lives, one contributes a piece 
of the puzzle, to the society in which one lives, and there is no reason for one to agree or 
disagree. In what is referred to main stream which seems to have a strata of experts not 
utilizing analytical, techniques,  bases on legal, linguistic attributes, deeded variables, 
along with time sequencing, historical parallels, migration paths, naming standards with 
variability, and linguistic cultural trends and may not ascribed to base information such 



as deed and wills, but because of there establish in the stratified mainstream, may think 
they without the research could  be listen to because of there status. This I have accepted 
along with my fathers of not being true because of the weakness of the research.

Reiver genealogical techniques is what is being used. This genealogist, gets to raid that 
of genealogy which wants to be descended from a crown or today's corporate executive, 
the “want-to-be” hierarchy. Being a planted reiver family and accustomed to be self 
governor on deputed border land between two crowns, on to various English Plantations, 
Ulster then America, this is what this paper is about such a family.  A family which 
separated itself from a crown in 1776. 

 By today's society what is perceived in this writing as being untrue is not written for 
today but, for tomorrow. If any questions please ask, should have a documented and 
analytical line of reasoning, would be happy to share. 

Daniel's of America
Though the writer is of the Jonathan line of the son of Daniel of the testimony, it is felt 
that the other line which the writer is connected to is of the oldest son of Daniel of the 
testimony this is Daniel which married a Provender. More clarification is felt to be 
needed on the Daniel married to Provender, and it is felt to give more information on the 
Daniels. It is known that land ownership if any in the habit of those of the English Isles 
past from the father to the oldest son along with the father's name.



 Though it may not seem important, Oxford, Massachusetts is a French Huguenot 
Colony of Gabriel Bernon.  Also it should be noted that mills were built on Bernon's 
land in 1689.



 On the other side of the road from Elliot in-laws Israel Town and John Town there is 
Town's Pond.

Above is the Oxford map of 1714. The Town, and Daniel Elliot and Jr came from Salem.
Thirty lots were assigned to “English” (opposed to French), the Town and Daniel Elliots 
acquired five of them.

Names have changed, but Elliot's Brook, and Town's Pond are still there, and a 



descendant of Samuel Barton is famous in the region. Likely called French River 
because of the early Huguenots which settled in the region.



 



Note; Caleb Bridges likely living in Salem Village at the time, but survived the the 
Expedition to Canada, in which Daniel Sr lost his life. Daniel Stone Jr son of Daniel son 
of John brother Daniel of Cambridge.

Lamb, Gleason and Larned of Oxford had some of the first thirty “English” lots.
Barton, Stone and Mellen, are names not found in first thirty, but are felt to migrate to 
Oxford.

Daniel Elliot had the first tavern license, for a year in Oxford, then built a mill on Lot 2, 
on Elliott's mill brook. Samuel Barton acquired a quarter of the mill.



The above gives names in Framingham, including Daniel Eleatt and Jr 1710. 



It is felt the Provender family was of Worcester then Framingham, and may be a link, 
why the families of the Salem Witch trials settled in west Framingham at Salem's End. 
It is felt that all the people which were refugees which went from Salem Village to 
Salem's End (west Framingham) were some how related to the Town family. Sarah 
stepmother to Daniel of the testimony, was a Town. Of the three Town sisters, she was 
the one which survived an moved onto Salem End, it is to my understanding there house 
still stand in a depilatory condition. 

Deacon Daniel Stone, John Stone and Nathaniel Stone are felt to be sons of John Stone 
found, and mill builder of Otter Neck/Stones End (north Framingham).



 



The above gives information on seaman John Cloyse and his son Peter who is the father-
in-law to Daniel Elliot of the testimony who married Hannah (Anna) Cloyse.

Daniel Jr married; Sarah Provender.

Provender is not included in the group of names which traveled from Salem Village to 
Salem's End which is felt to be correct.





First mill in what is now north Framingham was built by Elder John Stone, near the 
Falls....perhaps in existence in 1659.

It should be noted as a genealogist, this paper travels up the family 
tree. Sometimes it has to receded down, then up. This is used 
because it is a standard way in which genealogical research is, and 
historians which start with the earliest date and goes up higher on the 
dates can not refer to me as a historian. Being analytical and basing 
analytic logic which in the earlier dates of the family tree goes 
beyond   written language, because language has its symbolic logic, 
and as time proceeds it will show the accuracy of the work base on 
the logic of the fathers is surpassing.

It should also be noted; Putting the pieces of the puzzle together it is accepted that other 
will not feel after extensive research that they do not fit. But doing it as a patterning of 
the fathers before, an out of a hobby. It is felt and the writer of and indigenous American 
society wants to encourage  the the other concepts because they always seem to fit in 
some how to the genealogical puzzle that is being worked on. Without these differing 
concepts it is felt that progression will not be as fast.

Errors will be made; and by acknowledging this future adjustments are likely to be 
made. 



Though the Elliot family is strongly referenced as of Salem Village this is felt not to be 
as important as Framingham or Oxford, MA. 

It is felt that the families of the witch trials were first in the Watertown, Cambridge 
region before traveling onto Salem End. Samuel Barton was warn against settling in 
Watertown so he moved on with the rest of the families. Samuel Barton about the age of 
Daniel of the Salem testimony, also defended Elizabeth Proctor in Salem, travel on to 
Framingham then Oxford, obtained a quarter of the Daniel Elliot mill then preceded 
Daniel onto Sutton. 



 



The above gives, John, Peter, Nathaniel Cloyse (Cloyce), which are brothers. 
Also Edmond Littlefield. Peter married Hannah (Anna) Littlefield, and Peter 
and Hannah had a Hannah (Anna) which Daniel of the testimony married. 
John the oldest is named after father seaman John Cloyse, who recently died 



at this time in Falmouth, and likely is why these sons were involved in the 
military. Daniel of the testimony had sons, Peter, John, Nathaniel, and John- 
Nathaniel (Jonathan).

Capt John Cloyse son of seaman John, and brother to Peter because 
of his travels by ship between his family in Charlestown, 
Massachusetts, and Wells, Maine.  It is felt that John transported the 
refugees of the Salem Witch Trials to Watertown/Cambridge.





Rev George Burroughs of Wells was executed as the leader of witches in 
1692. The petition above would indicate who he was leading. The Bridges, 
Cloyse, Littlefields, and Bassets, were involved in the selling of alcohol, and 
the transportation of.

Yes, it is felt John Cloyse did transport the refugees, to Charlestown, 
Watertown then Samuel Barton tried to stay in Watertown, and was not 
welcomed. 

It is after Charlestown/Waterton it is felt that the refugees took the 
Old Connecticut Trail/Path to Salem Village.

 



Old Connecticut Path
The path went near Wayland which John Stone sold land to John 
Moore then moved to Otter Neck. The Path also went near Otter 



Neck.



Two of John Stone's sons, Daniel and David settled near their father  
as early as 1667.

Though is is felt that Daniel in building his mill in Oxford, was able 
to utilize the services of his sons, it is questioned whether John Stone 
was able to utilize the services of his sons to build the John Stone 
mill by 1659.

Though I will jump around with pieces of information, like separate 
pieces in a puzzle they will have to put the greater picture together.



  

In the above are in 1687 are prominent people of the Charleston Church. 
Thomas Danforth, of Danforth Farms, then became Framingham with 
exclusion of an “l” named after his town of birth in England, Increase 
Mather, father of Cotton Mather, who felt that it was best to have one guilty 
witch live then execute a thousand innocent, Deacon (John) Eliott (Eliot), 
apostle to the “Indians”, who lived tried to get a Puritan College, in 
Cambridge, of which which half of John Harvard's estate went to. Rev 
Thomas Allen, said to be the “brother of” Capt John Allen (marriage of his 
daughter Rebecca was recorded by Thomas Danforth), of the region, took the 
other half the estate, and the widow back to England in 1650.   Daniel Stone 
the next younger brother to John Stone who is said to complete a mill in 1659 
at Otter Neck/Stone's End (Saxoniville, north Framingham of south 
Sudbury). John Stone had a son named Daniel Stone, his second marriage 



was preformed  by Cotton Mather, and Daniel had a son Daniel Jr who went 
on the Expedition to Canada, where the first Daniel Elliot to America, died as 
a part of the Salem Village militia in 1690, the Casco Bay region.

Daniel Stone of Cambridge in 1650 financed money to bring indentures back 
from Tothill Fields Prison, Westminster, England. 

It is known unless genealogist see it in writing, it is not accepted.
Rev Thomas Allen returned to England on the ship captained by John Allen 
in 1650, with the widow of John Harvard, and half his estate.
It should be also noted that people feel Harvard because of its institute of 
education, is correct. It is the “best” Harvard graduates which were the judges 
which hung witches at the time, and they did not concur with grandfather 
Daniel Elliot that they were being accused “out of sport”.
Though I make the statement that Rev Thomas Allen returned on this ship to 
England, because if it is not accepted by Harvard as in the days of the witch 
trials it was not accepted by Harvard what an “Elliot” said, myself do not 
expect given the past this statement though based on sound principal to be 
accepted. 

Given the “Harvard” way of thinking, and knowing Daniel was also a spacial 
analyticalist (made up word) base on sound principals, the writing is done 
“out of sport” using analytical thoughts an ideologies which from the stand 
point of an Elliot(t) for over three centuries goes beyond what “Harvard” 
wants to recognize.

Rev Thomas Allen left on the ship noted to be “The Liberty” back to 
England, Captain by John Allen, with seaman John Cloyse, father to John, 
Peter, and Nathaniel with half brother Thomas.

Some of the Scottish indentures were used to built the gristmill at Otter 
Neck. Though some people believe if it not in writing by a historian it can 
not be true. Or some may say if big brother is building a mill in the 
wilderness, and Scottish indentures are used to build mills in the wilderness. 
The Scottish indentures brought over by next younger were not used to build 
the Framingham mill. 



Brothers are close, and the oldest brother John is closer to the next oldest 
brother which is Daniel. Know this because of being the oldest, and had a lost 
of the next older brother Bob (Robert). It should be noted that it is the oldest 
brother which get the land, as it was found to happen somewhat in Norway, 
and with Uncle Jack (Scottish John is was to be named John, but Jack was 
chose like in Scottish culture to differentiate), was seemly take over by Craig 
(in Scotland a rock outcrop). It is felt the reason the name William survived 
in the Tullykelter region of Ulster because it was pasted to the oldest, and the 
oldest was named after the father.

It should be noted though people will fight against it. Came to the fact that 
since I was born male can not get pregnant. It is said that there are Y-
Chromosomes, and Y-DNA, this is past down from the fathers. It may be said 
that there are traits past to the male from the fathers. 

It is felt that the multiplicity of traits of the fathers may go beyond the level 
of understanding of the reader, but if certain parallels play within my father 
and myself it will be written into the language of the writing, with the 
understanding if you are not of the fathers you may not understand. The 
writer does not have the ability because of his own essence to discriminate

The following is to question the relation between Thomas Danforth and 
Daniel Stone.





Daniel Stone and Thomas Danforth  took communion together, knew each 
others wife and family, became freeman at the same time.



Thomas Danforth provided the land for the families which is referred to by 
me as the extended Town family, to settle at Salem End. 



This is a statement which lead people to believe though somewhat unclear in 
its interpretation “Elliot, Daniel, father and son of the same name”, is at one 
time felt to mean migrant Daniel and his father Daniel.  Below it reads “John, 
third son of Daniel, senior”. Though in error of interpretation search and 
found by another a “Daniel” which is “Daniel, senior” father.

It indicated a “Sudbury/Marlboro” connection. There is a river of many mills 
between the two communities, which makes on think of mill workers. Daniel, 
Jr birth records are in the Framingham vitals, they moved to Salem, and had a 
child in the Salem vitals which died as a baby, then moved to Salem's End to 
have there other children. North Framingham (Otter Neck, Stone's End, 
Saxonville) could have easily at the time be considered South Sudbury, and 
during the Battle of Sudbury, people survived in a mill house because the 
Natives did not attack it. The Battle of Sudbury did not take place far from 
the John Stone mill.

Richard Moore, is the Sudbury (Wayland) family. Daniel Stone, is the son of 
John Stone, named after his brother.











John Moore, who John Stone sold his land to in Sudbury (Wayland), his 
grandson obtained the Daniel Elliot gristmill of Oxford, Massachusetts.

Since Samuel Barton had a quarter of the mill at one time, it is felt that 
Richard Moore was close to the Daniel Elliot family.

It is felt after Capt John Cloyse son of seaman, dropped the families of the 
witch trials off in Watertown/Cambridge, from there they followed the Old 
Connecticut Path, through Wayland (Sudbury), with help from the Moore 
family, then onto Stone's End (Saxonville, north Framingham) with help from 
the Stone family then onto Salem's End, if any family was to assist them at 
Salem's End it would be the Provender family in which Daniel Elliot oldest 


